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Station : Newstalk ZB (Wellington) 

Program : 15:00 News 

Date : 19/01/2007 Time : 03:08 PM 

Compere : Niva Retimanu Summary ID : W00024981097 

Demographics : Male 16+  9900 
Female 16+  12800   ABs  8100 
All People  22700   GBs  15000 

 

NEWSREADER: Black Caps batsman Scott Styris has revealed his latest injury setback is 
unlikely to keep him out of cricket for long. Styris experienced a minor calf 
injury batting Auckland home against Otago, and is unbeaten 74 in the State 
Shield Match on Tuesday. He's being rested from today's domestic one-dayer 
against Canterbury and Christchurch as a precaution. 

SCOTT STYRIS: It's just a tight calf muscle. It's nothing serious hopefully. And I've been 
working with a physio every day and hopefully I'll be back into it in the next 
day or so fully. 

NEWSREADER: Scott Styris says he's hoping to be back fit for Sunday's Twenty20 match also 
against Canterbury. 

 As we're travelling across the Tasman to save the Black Caps in the Tri 
Series, Styris says he's still eyeing up a game in Perth but this latest injury 
problem should not prevent him from travelling. 

 Two time champion Serena Williams is on the comeback in her third round 
match at the Australian Tennis Open in Melbourne. The American was 
comprehensively beaten 6-1 in the first set by Russian fifth seed Nadia 
Petrova, and she looked gone 5-3 down in the second. But Williams has 
clawed her way back producing some dazzling fighting shots to take the 
second set 7-5. The third set has just got underway and Williams has already 
broken Petrova's service and leads 2-0. 
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 Finally, New Zealand's Jonny Reid is the fourteenth quickest so far in practice 
for this weekend's A1 GP in Taupo. Earlier today Kiwi Wade Cunningham was 
the eighth fastest in the rookie sessions. 

 

 - End - 

 Transcript provided by Slice Media. 

AGENCY REPORT For private research and not to be disseminated. Every effort made to ensure accuracy for the benefit t of our clients but 
no legal responsibility is taken for errors or omissions. 

 

ABs = Managers, administrators, professions. GBs = Grocery buyers. 
Metro TV demographics are supplied by OzTAM, Radio and Non-Metro TV demographics are supplied by ACNielsen 
(*) – Indicates unknown spelling or phonetic spelling. 

 


